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Psalms CXIX

Galatians VI 4 “Let every man prove his own worth”
The human mind has a peculiar and very convenient faculty of forgetting what it does not desire to
think about and of permitting itself to be guided by desire only. That is the reflection which first
crosses our minds in connection with this text. For centuries it was the avowed policy of the church
to prevent people from forming independent judgements on her creeds. Freedom of thought and
permission to disagree with her, the only circumstances under which proof either for or against her
could be conducted, were strictly forbidden or visited with those dire punishments which the name
of the inquisition suggests. She had built her fabric and meant to maintain it on the principle that
God’s ways were past finding out, but that so far as man could know them they were to be found in
ecclesiastical tradition. Those who think that any changes in Christian polity since then have
completely cleared the church of those charges, or confined them to a particular section of her body,
are mistaken. It is true that there are signs of a dawning freedom, there is good evidence for us to
hope for such, but up to the present moment no church has ever seriously considered the meaning
of these words of the apostle, and taken up a position which would enable it to take full advantage
of them.
We must begin by taking a fundamental objection to the particular direction in which the church as a
body imagines the proof of Christianity should be conducted. If you take any of the orthodox
Christian evidence societies, you will find that they all begin their work by assuming that the proof of
Christianity consists in an intellectual discovery of God, or if not God himself, at least the need of
God, and it proposes to do this by a change of whys, therefore and wherefores. It thinks that, when
the enquirer has been driven to recognise this need, the nature of God, as well as his existence
becomes revealed to him and the proof of Christianity is then complete. Now, man is not made a
Christian by merely being driven to the conclusion that God is wanted to fill up some breach in the
universe, by merely believing that Christ had a divine origin, by merely acquiescing in what
arguments may be adduced to show that the trinity, which is also a unity, is either a possible or an
impossible conception. He may hold to these intellectual convictions from a fullness of knowledge or
from a barrenness of knowledge; because he has really mastered the problems which they involve or
because he has given them up in his despair of ever being able to answer them; because his logical
acumen is effective or ineffective. But if Christianity means anything more than a mere opinion it
cannot be proved in this way at all.
No doubt the conviction that there is a supreme ruler of the universe who has created and still cares
for man should have an influence for good on the human mind. But that is only so when men have
done more than merely reason out the impossibility of the existence of the universe without a God.
It is only when we have contemplated the spiritual nature of such a being, only when his physical
greatness and strength have been transformed with feelings of awe and reverence, when our trust
in his merciful purposes as shown in history has resulted in a patient faith that labours as well as
prays, only in short when we have come to regard God not in the image of our own bodies, not in
the likeness of our passions but in the image and likeness of our souls, as the source of all our
spiritual yearnings, and the completion of all our desires of heart, do we enter upon that relationship
with the divine and attain that interpretation of the human that entitle us to the distinctive name of
Christian. We have hitherto been content in the main to base our religious beliefs on the ground of
our impurities. We have felt that it was religion to degrade ourselves, to consider our bodies but the
abode of sin and corruption, and our religion has in consequence been a doing of penance. And not

only that. It has been a religion which has separated the religious sense from our own nature.
Instead of seeing the moral world in the natural world we have in reality created two worlds – the
one moral and the other natural. If you quietly think over the strange anomaly which nearly
everyone will admit is presented by the belief and the practice of Christendom, and trace it to its
causes, you will find yourselves at last on this rock bed mistake. We have not sufficiently recognised
the necessity and possibility of translating the Christian intellectual creed into its mortal significance.
We know that as a matter of common everyday experience that there are many who regard Paley’s
watch as a proof of divine existence and who yet have not assimilated the idea of their existence in
their spiritual nature and drawn from it a guidance for living as well as a canon of belief. Indeed, that
is the criticism we should make of Paley’s own moral philosophy. It was written by a man of the
world, by one who as Sir James Macintosh said was more of a businessman than a philosopher. It is
true that Paley based morals on a belief in God and hope of eternal life, but both the belief and the
hope were to be accompanied in action by narrow worldly judgement. Mr Bosanquet has said
comparing Greek to Christian ideas ”How to avoid revolution: how perpetuate the original wisdom
of the founder: how to maintain a political equilibrium, the least derangement of which will be
ruinous: these are the preoccupations of Plato and Aristotle in their studies of society. But in the
New Testament we have at once, a different set of ideas . . . Thus the future is quite differently
regarded; not as the painful preservation of equilibrium, but as a free and natural growth towards
perfection.” The applied Christian ethic of Paley and his followers has more in common with the
paralysed Hellenic mind than with the hopeful Jewish one.
“God is a spirit,” says the Shorter Catechism of the Presbyterian Church, “and they who worship him
must worship him in spirit and in truth.” In this worship the atheist and agnostic may join as well as
the deist, provided that their negativism and doubt are those of sincerity and reverence.
There lives more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds.
wrote Tennyson; and Browning too expressed the same thoughts:
Rather, I prize the doubt, low kinds exist without
Finished and finite clods untroubled by a spark.
With rare clearness of vision these poets guarded against any confusion between intellectual
certainties and moral excellences; and the poet who in these matters generally sees more truly than
the common man, has over and over again urged, as Crowley did of Crashaw:
His faith perhaps, in some nice tenets might
Be wrong: his life I’m sure was in the right.
Let us cease assuming that Christian evidence lies in such questions ‘Is there a God?’ ‘Was Christ
divine?’ ‘Is there a trinity?’ ‘Are the scriptures a revelation?’ ‘Is there eternal life?’ With these
questions the weak intelligence of man may well confess that it is beaten and we may reverently say
with the psalmist, keeping his faith all the same through “Such knowledge is too wonderful for me: it
is too high, I cannot attain unto it.”
Equally fallacious is the proof which the common man would give you if asked to what test he had
put his belief in Christianity. In 99 cases out of 100 he would reply “I know that Christianity is true
because the belief makes me happy.” Now it is one of the economies of nature that the one who
does right from conscientious motives must be happy whatever may be the consequences of his
deeds. No sorrow or disappointment is so great but that there is a greater happiness. Joy can always
go one better than sorrow. But still we must not imagine that we can only get happiness from that
which is good and true. There is nothing more deceptive than happiness. We can cheat ourselves

into being happy. We often worship some base thing masquerading in the garb of joy, and we may
even go to our graves knowing that our lives have been one huge mistake.
A
The seeming possession of this state of mind which every human being desires can never be held as
proof that our ways are being ordered aright. We can never take this mirage as our guide in life. The
experienced traveller consults his charts and uses his compass and does not trust merely to images
of oases in the horizon, and so he who is working out his own salvation in fear and trembling must
not listen merely to what appears to be the possession of a saved soul. Walking aright verily brings
us happiness, but happiness does not, always show that we are walking aright. If we pursue
happiness we shall probably turn aside from rectitude to find it, if we pursue rectitude happiness will
pursue us. The wise man does not require to seek out happiness, happiness seeks him out. He knows
that happiness is much fleeter footed than he is, and his only chance of getting it is when it pursues
him. But when he has found it, his wisdom will tell him that it comes wearing no badge of its divine
origin.
Before trying to clear our own thoughts as to what really is the proof which we would offer in
defence of our position as Christians, let us briefly remind ourselves of what that position is. The
Christian is one who is willing to identify himself with the spiritual point of view of Christ which was
that there is a purpose in the universe, that that purpose is moral and is leading man up by stages to
God, the Creator of the world and the Father of man, and that man ought to place himself in the
guidance of his spiritual nature, that, in essence the Divine shows itself in the human. “Christianity
brought down the divine into the form of an individual life . . . It taught the world not to regards the
ideal as something which a few elect spirits might reach by escaping from the commonplace of
existence but to find it in the commonplace itself. ”A
It cannot at this moment be too much emphasised that this essentially the Christian position, that
the Divine is evidenced in the human, that the completed real becomes the ideal, that the spiritual in
the corporeal moulds the body until its life and thought become spiritual. It is quite evident that it is
in the feelings, the affections, the desires that the seat of religion is to be found. Only there do we
identify ourselves with that which is outside ourselves. Reason keeps us apart from that which we
reason about. Affection only makes us one with the object of our affection. I am far from attempting
to offer an apology for affections that lead to irrational beliefs. Affections which contradict reason
can result in no good, for where affection and reason meet each other it must be in cooperation not
in antagonism. But the range of affection is often beyond that of reason. Affection enters the holy of
holies, reason is not permitted to enter further than the outer courts. For only when reason blesses
affection, does affection bless man. “Neither the intellect without the heart nor the heart without
the intellect will avail for the highest service of man by his brother.” “Without knowledge there can
be no faith”, wrote Paracelsus. So when we say that religion is centred in the affections we raise the
antagonism between man’s spiritual and mental qualities, we do not even separate them by any
boundary line. All that we claim is that in everyday experience the emotions and reason are not
confounded; they have different characteristics; they are reached by different appeals; they move,
now the one first, now the other, and in separating them for our present purposes we are simply
recognising that truths which present themselves more readily to the one are not to be proved by
quite the same method as those which present themselves more readily to the other. In this sense
we contend that we are religious because our affections demand that we should put ourselves into
some organic relation with the world spirit. The particular relation is a matter for reason; but the
necessity itself is not primarily a necessity of reason nor even of experience. It is not a necessity
similar to that which I feel in believing that 2 and 2 make 4.

Ultimately that which we desire must be approved by our reason, but we do not go to our reason for
a first advice. When our emotions suggest to us the desirable we first enquire what emotions speak
and then ask if the desirable itself be rational. And then we must always remember as well that
when we talk of knowledge we don merely mean that experience which we have gained through our
senses, but the judgements of those qualities of mind, those standards of morals by which we
estimate the more desirable and the less desirable, which enable us to see beyond our own state
into a more perfect one. This we may call the self-consciousness of the soul. When we hope against
hope and have faith to fight hopeless battles, and when even in darkest hours we believe that the
world is not abandoned to brute force and blind chance, what does that mean but that we know the
perfection of our souls and that the sense of that perfection is an eternal spur to us to realise it.
This brings us to the nature of our proof. If we could imagine a tree when the warm spring first
comes upon earth asking itself whether it is right for it or not to spread out its leaves and stretch out
its branches, we can imagine in the vegetable world a discussion similar to those which men ask
“Why should I be a Christian commence” commence. The truths of Christianity are principles of
growth. They are therefore guides to conduct. For if we are growing to an ideal end, we must lay
ourselves open to the proper influences, submit to appropriate discipline, and develop on a
particular plan. Then the first stage is surely to put these principles to test, to become Christians in
thought, word and deed so far as our frailty permits, and then to study the result. To begin with
therefore the preacher’s duty is not to enforce the necessity so much of thinking oneself into
Christianity, as of growing into it. The affections are like the tree sap, they make us flourish and
blossom into spiritual beauty. Life is the keynote of it all – the life which means growth. “Die to live,”
“sacrifice to possess,” “renounce to gain”, “spend to acquire” says the Christian.
So what other proof is there for us but this one proof of experience. “In living up to the Christian
ideal as nearly as I can, in believing that the spiritual impulses of man are the thoughts of God, in
doing my best for all men with humble reverence for the divine image which they reflect and in
simple faith in the divine purpose which life fulfils – in doing that”, we may ask ourselves “Have we
the sense of growth? Do we feel that we are growing stronger and greater – at once more human
and more divine? Do we feel that we are possessing ourselves of qualities of mind which enable us
at once to believe in and love the world and yet emancipate ourselves from its fetters?” If we do,
then is Christianity true and the Christian life good. If we do not then is Christianity false and the
Christian ideal pernicious. All other tests follow this one and are subservient to it. They can do no
more than correct it in some detail or strengthening it by widening its basis. The first and
fundamental test is that of “do this and note your experience.”
Let the man who is trying to probe his faith remember that Christ himself told how it was to be
done. For what else did he mean when he taught the people in these words: “Take my yoke upon
you and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart and ye shall find rest unto your souls.”
“Properly”, says Carlyle, “thou hast no other knowledge but what thou hast got by working; the rest
is all a hypothesis of knowledge – a thing to be argued about in the schools – a thing floating about
in the clouds in endless logic vortices. Doubt of whatever kind can be ended by action alone.”
I am far from coming back to the point of view which I at the outset deprecated – namely that that
experience is good or bad as it brings us happiness or not. There is undoubtedly happiness found in
growing well – in satisfying our needs bodily and spiritually. But as we do not eat to have the
pleasure of eating – though there is a pleasure of eating – so we ought not to live for the purpose of
being happy. The life with a purpose beyond its own ideal development is essentially immoral.
“Honesty is the best policy” is an immoral dictum, because the honesty which is a policy and not an
attribute of character is not honesty at all. So also the good done by one for the purpose of

obtaining a reward whether it be in this life or the next is no good at all in the highest sense of the
word. It no more shows us that we are moral than the payments we make to our grocers and
butchers for goods received shows that we are benevolent. Let us then as Christians cease talking of
the rewards of good conduct in any sense except this that the approval of conscience is a sufficient
reward. If we do not our morality will be inferior to that of many who do not call themselves by any
defining name. The highest moral goodness is done for itself. The great creative artist works without
thought of reward. The idea of payment limits him and makes him weak and ineffective. The spirit of
righteousness is even more sensitive than the spirit of the poet, and the thought of future gain
which cripples the latter completely maims the former. So then what we have to ask ourselves
regarding our experience of the Christian life is, does it satisfy my needs of conscience? Is it borne in
upon me as the life approved of by my spirit? Do I feel that in it I, all this strange personality or me,
live more fully than in any other kind of life? And what is even more severe a test and nearer to the
root of the matter: does the Christian Life open up an infinite range of activities, some that may be
lived others that are beyond us now at least, but all desirable to the soul and worthy to be pursued?
The experience which does not introduce us to the infinite and the absolute is not an experience
which is exercising the infinite and absolute parts of our nature.
Here it must be emphasised that this experiment must be undertaken by us individually. We cannot
become Christians in the mass. Acquiescing with others, approving of what others do is not sufficient
We ourselves must put our hands to the plough. If we acquiesce it is in our own work, if we approve
it is of our own efforts. We are all servants in this matter, none of us are masters; we are all workers,
none of us are spectators; we are all of us on the stage none of us are in the stalls. Not even
admiration of the good is enough. Admiration comes very near action, but sometimes neighbours
are the greatest enemies. Besides unless we very much wish to attain our end, the nearer we come
to it the less energy we have to reach it, but the keener becomes our admiration of it. The man who
wishes to become good in order to flee from iniquity generally pitches his tent on the frontier and
contents himself looking upon the landscape ahead, rather than take the trouble of exploring it. We,
each of us, have our impulses to grow, to become more perfect, to carry on the development of
ourselves and we all must yield to that impulse. The practical difficulty will always be to adjust our
nature so that that growth will be a natural development. That is just the old difficulty of the making
of character, for character is the expression of the adjustment of our natures. If our nature is well
balanced people say our character is good, if badly balanced they say our character is bad. And so
that again throws upon us the further responsibility of first of all training young very carefully so that
when they come to days and years of independent and responsible action they may find that moral
action comes easily. That means again that it is their sympathies, their love, their regard for their
fellow creatures and indeed for everything which has life, that should be cultivated. That is not done
by the so called religious instruction in Board Schools, nor by lessons in what the London School
Board calls the ‘the essential truths of Christianity.’
But given the person in all sincerity desirous of knowing the truth of the Christian idea his proof lies
in the satisfaction of activity, even more than in the sanction of reason, although it must ultimately
rest on both. The preciousness of the idea is seen not ion its contemplation but in its use. And
indeed we never possess it until we do use it. For here the moral idea of possession comes in. only
he who uses a thing has it. He who has virtues and stores them away has in reality not got them. And
again that which is no worthy possession wastes with use, that which is worthy grows more precious
in being employed. Bring out our Christianity as we do our flowers to the sun and the air and the
wind. Let it no longer remain the duty of an hour or the thoughts of a day. It is for everyday wear
and for everyday use. The human soul has no winter when its growth is arrested. Equally in joy and
sorrow we grow. From every state of mind we ourselves become more ample, more comprehensive,

share a fuller life. To put Christianity to proof is to make it solve small as well as great problems for
us, to make it guide us in the ordinary of an ordinary day as well as through great and exceptional
crises; to ask it to interpret for us in terms of the spiritual and divine those experiences which seem
most earthy and commonplace. And if we put it to that test in sincerity of heart it will gladly
respond. The vow of Goethe should be the universal vow.
And I vowed it, then and there,
Vowed all halfness to forswear,
On the whole, the good and fair
Resolutely living.

